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CORRECTION

Correction to: Joint development of cultural
heritage protection and tourism: the case
of Mount Lushan cultural landscape heritage
site
Zhenrao Cai1, Chaoyang Fang1,2,5* , Qian Zhang1 and Fulong Chen3,4

Correction to: H
 erit Sci (2021) 9:86
https://doi.org/10.1186/s40494-021-00558-5

Following publication of the original article [1], it was
reported the Given and Family names of the authors were
transposed. The authors also requested to declare an
additional funding source.
The correct authorship list is given in this Correction
and the updated funding statement is as follows (change
in bold):
This work was supported by the National Key
Technologies R&D Program of China under Grant
2015BAH50F03; Major project of Art Science of the
National Social Science Foundation of China under
Grant 19ZD27; Cultural Arts and Tourism Research
Project under Grant xxhfzzx201907; Strategic Priority
Research Program of the Chinese Academy of Sciences under Grant No. XDA19030502.
The original article has been corrected.
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